Microstructures and integrity of the ECM of engineered tissue are critical to their quality and functionality [1–3]. Moreover, decellularized ECM scaffolds have also received considerable attention as a promising approach for engineering functional organ replacement [4,5]. Thus, quantitative assessments of the ECM and scaffold microstructures are of great significance for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. However, currently available assessment methods, such as electron microscopy, optical microscopy, and equilibrium swelling, are often labor-intensive and destructive. Any assays using exogenous probes also reduce usable volumes of tissue and further require toxicity tests for in vivo implantation. In addition, a better understanding of the dynamic nature of ECM microstructures originating from cell-ECM interactions and matrix remodeling is critical to generate biomimetic tissue constructs [6]. Using conventional methods, it is, however, challenging to characterize spatiotemporal changes in ECM microstructures.

Besides research and scientific purposes, rapid and high-throughput assessments of the ECM or scaffold microstructures are highly relevant to quality control of engineered tissue in industrial and clinical settings. For example, cryopreservation of engineered tissue has been actively pursued to provide reliable long-term storage and off-the-shelf availability of cell/tissue engineering products for clinical use. Since many of the functional properties of tissue are associated with ECM microstructures, post-thaw ECM microstructures can be a crucial marker for the functionality of the post-thaw tissue. Recent studies reported that ECM microstructures could be affected by freezing-induced cell-fluid-matrix interactions [3,7]. Thus, rapid and nondestructive assessments of post-thaw ECM structures can be valuable tools to confirm quality of cryopreserved tissue prior to their use. Moreover, engineered tissue in clinically relevant size is large, but conventional bioassays and imaging methods can only evaluate a small fraction of the total area. Conventional methods require a large number of images to be stitched together to cover a large tissue area, which can be computationally intensive and time-consuming.

To address these challenges, we propose a new imaging method on the basis of an elastic light scattering approach. The underlying rationale is that elastic light scattering spectra (i.e., scattering without change in the wavelength) are sensitive to scattering structures in size comparable to the wavelength [8–10]. The principle of this method is that the spectral pattern of light elastically reflected from tissue is determined by the structures of light scatterers. In particular, spectral behavior of elastic light scattering depends on the size distribution of scatterers. Typically, the light scattering spectrum from biological tissue is a declining function of the wavelength and its steepness depends on the overall size distribution of scattering microstructures. Larger structures generally yield slower declining spectra, while smaller structures tend...
Materials and Methods

Cells and Reagents. Early passage human dermal fibroblasts were maintained in a culture medium (DMEM/F12, Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 100 mg/ml penicillin/streptomycin. The fibroblasts were cultured up to the 15th passage in 75 cm² T-flasks at 37°C and 5% CO₂. The cells were consistently harvested at 10⁵ cells/ml. After the polymerization, the mixture was allowed to polymerize at 37°C with 1 mM PBS was added and the engineered tissue was incubated after the freezing procedure. The matrices were then frozen on a directional freezing stage, in which a temperature gradient was set at −20°C to 4°C over a 6 mm gap and passively thawed at room temperature. The matrices were incubated at 37°C with 1×PBS for 3 h and were fixed with 3% formaldehyde prior to imaging.

Experimental Design. The experimental groups were designed to create the ECM structural differences caused by (i) collagen concentration (i.e., comparison between 3 mg/ml and 6 mg/ml unfrozen gels); (ii) freezing-induced structural changes (i.e., comparison between unfrozen and frozen/thawed gels at a given collagen concentration); and (iii) cell-driven compaction (i.e., time-lapse imaging of unfrozen dermal equivalents with 3 mg/ml collagen concentration).

Collagen Matrix and Freeze/Thaw Protocol. Collagen matrices were prepared and exposed to a freeze/thaw process as described elsewhere [3,14,15]. In brief, a collagen solution of 2 ml was prepared from a high concentration type I rat tail collagen (BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA). The final collagen concentrations were 3 or 6 mg/ml. The solution contained 10% 10×MEM, 30 mM HEPES, 10 g/ml penicillin/streptomycin, 2 mM L-glutamine, 6% fetal bovine serum, and 2.3% (v/v of collagen added) 1 N sodium hydroxide. Then, distilled water was added to make a total volume of 2 ml. The collagen solution was placed in a chamber slide (Lab-Tek II, Nunc, Naperville, IL) and allowed to polymerize at 37°C for 1 h. After polymerization, 2 ml of 1×PBS was added and the engineered tissue was incubated before the freezing procedure. The matrices were then frozen on a directional freezing stage, in which a temperature gradient was set at −20°C to 4°C over a 6 mm gap and passively thawed at room temperature. The matrices were incubated at 37°C with 1×PBS for 3 h and were fixed with 3% formaldehyde prior to imaging.

Dermal Equivalent: Fibroblast-Embedded Collagen Matrix. To create spatiotemporal changes in ECM microstructures, dermal equivalents were prepared by seeding human dermal fibroblast cells in type I collagen matrix (BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA) at a collagen concentration of 3 mg/ml. The cell seeding concentration was 2×10⁵ cells/ml. After the polymerization, the mixture was incubated in culture medium at 37°C for 24 h for the cells to adhere to and grow within the collagen matrix. After 24-h culture, the dermal equivalents were imaged under the spectroscopic imaging setup.

Elastic Light Scattering-Based Spectroscopic Imaging Setup. Figure 1 illustrates our spectroscopic imaging system described elsewhere [13,16,17]. In brief, a beam from the xenon arc lamp was collimated using a four focal length (4-f) system and delivered onto the specimen through the beamsplitter. The backscattered light traveled back through the beamsplitter and was collected within a small angular cone of 2 deg via the second 4-f system (i.e., back-directional gating). This backscattered light went into the slit of the spectrograph located on the image plane and was further separated into various wavelengths. The imaging system also had a long working distance approximately 30 mm for noncontact and noninvasive imaging. A CCD camera mounted on the spectrograph captured the separated light and recorded a matrix of intensity as a function of pixel locations x, y, and wavelength λ (400 nm–700 nm). In the imaging platform, cross-talk between adjacent pixels can be minimized to enhance the image contrast and resolution, because back-directional gating can significantly suppress diffuse light in biological tissue [17]. In this study, the specimens were imaged in an area of 13 mm × 12 mm with a pixel size of 50 μm. Overall, the imaging setup allowed to obtain intensity matrices as a function of x, y, and λ. The (x, y, data components provide planar images in 2D while the λ data component allows us to extract the microstructural information as described below.

Spectral Analysis and Image Construction. Different declining functions over the wavelength can be utilized to characterize spectral variations. Inverse power-law spectral component, exponential decay, and simple linear declining function were successfully used to infer submicron structures of scattering media [10,18]. Indeed, this simple approach has been intensively used for characterizing tissue structures. For example, linear spectral slope, serving as an easily obtainable biomarker, was used to differentiate precancerous stages in animal models of colon carcinogenesis [12]. In a recent study, it was demonstrated that a linear spectral decay function can be used to visualize heterogeneous prefaure deformation of bone [13]. Similarly, we hypothesize that spectral dependence of light elastically scattered from tissue scaffolds and constructs can be used to probe alterations in ECM microstructures. Because the developed spectroscopic imaging system generated an intensity data set as a function of x, y, and λ, a spectral pattern at each (x, y) position can be examined. To account for spectral variations at each pixel, the backscattered intensity was fitted to an exponential decay over the wavelength.
such that \( I(\lambda) = \alpha \exp(-\beta \lambda) \), where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are constants. The value of \( \beta \) (hereafter referred as a spectral decay rate) at each \((x, y)\) location was used to form 2D planar spectroscopic images. In order to assess the freezing-induced structural changes in the collagen matrices, the region near the interface of unfrozen and frozen/thawed parts was imaged simultaneously. To obtain time-lapse images, the dermal equivalents were placed under the imaging setup after 24 h incubation and imaged for 2.5 h in a 30-min interval (i.e., 24–26.5 h after cell seeding). During all imaging sessions, the collagen matrices and dermal equivalents were placed in 1× PBS solutions to prevent dehydration.

**Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).** The microstructures of collagen scaffolds were assessed using quantitative SEM as described previously \([3,14,15]\). In brief, specimens were fixed with 2% tannic acid and cut into 3 mm diameter disks. The disks were stained with 2% uranyl acetate, and then encapsulated in wet-SEM sample holders (QX-302 capsule, Quantomix, Hartfield, PA) with buffering solution (QX-302 imaging buffer, Quantomix). The specimens were imaged under the hydrated state using a scanning electron microscope (JSM-35C, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). The SEM micrographs were quantitatively analyzed using NIH ImageJ for mean void area ratio as described elsewhere \([14,15,19]\). Briefly, at least 5 interrogation windows of 150 × 150 pixels were randomly cropped and despeckled. The interrogation windows were then binarized and skeletonized. The number of pixels occupied with voids was obtained and normalized to the total number of pixels.

Microstructures of dermal equivalents were also visualized using a cryo-SEM technique. The dermal equivalents were fixed and stained with tannic acid and uranyl acetate, and then were put into a slit insert in a sample holder. The holder was plunged into liquid nitrogen slush and the specimens were transferred to a pre-chamber (Gatan Alto 2500). After the specimens were fractured by a cooled scalpel to produce a free-break surface, they were sublimated followed by sputter coating with platinum and then transferred to the microscope cryostage for imaging. The specimens were imaged with an FEI NOVA nanoSEM field emission scanning electron microscope (FEI company, Hillsboro, OR) using the ET (Everhart–Thornley) detector.

**Results**

Figure 2(a) shows representative spectra from \( \sim 10,000 \) \((x, y)\) pixel locations from each specimen. While the light scattering spectra from biological tissue are complex with the scale of spectral features as small as only a few nanometers \([20,21]\), typically spectral signals are a declining function of the wavelength and its steepness depends on the overall size distribution of internal structures contributing to the spectral backscatters. As discussed, the backscattered intensity decreases with the wavelength for all of the specimens. The extent of the spectral decay appeared to depend on the ECM microstructures: the fastest decay was observed from the unfrozen 6 mg/ml collagen matrix, in which the ECM structures had smallest pores among the matrices studied. At the same collagen concentration of 3 mg/ml, the frozen/thawed matrices had a slower decay than that of the adjacent unfrozen matrix. This should be attributable to freezing-induced ECM structural changes as reported elsewhere \([3,7,14]\). The declining spectra can be curve-fitted to exponential decay functions over the wavelength. An averaged \( R^2 \) value was 0.76, supporting the idea that the exponential decay function can capture the major spectral variations. The quantified spectral decay rate \( \beta \) from 10,000 pixels in each region is shown in Fig. 2(b). For the unfrozen matrices, the averaged spectral decay rates increase with the collagen concentration (\( p\)-value < 0.001 adjusted for multiple comparisons using a Bonferroni correction). The averaged spectral decay rates significantly decrease after the freeze/thaw process, which indicates that freezing-induced structural changes can easily be detected by the proposed method (\( p\)-value < 0.001 adjusted for multiple comparisons using a Bonferroni correction).

Figures 3(a)–3(c) present representative SEM images of the acellular collagen scaffolds. Among the unfrozen specimens, the scaffold with the higher collagen concentration (i.e., 6-mg/ml scaffold) shows much denser microstructures than the 3-mg/ml scaffold as expected. Due to the higher amount of collagen available during the polymerization process, the porosity and pore size of the 6-mg/ml scaffold are smaller than those of the 3-mg/ml scaffold. As summarized in Fig. 3(d), the mean void area, which is a 2D projected porosity assessment, also confirms this observation. When the scaffold underwent a freeze/thaw process, the pore structures significantly enlarged and the matrix structures became coarse as shown in Fig. 3(e). The similar trends have already been reported \([3,14]\). These structural changes are thought to be caused by freezing-induced fluid-structure interactions \([14]\), which are initiated by the volumetric expansion of the interstitial fluid during freezing. As a result, the mean void area increases after a freeze/thaw process (Fig. 3(d)).

We further correlated the spectral decay rate \( \beta \) with the mean void area obtained from SEM images. As the mean void area increases, the spectral decay rate \( \beta \) decreases as shown in Fig. 3(e). The correlation coefficient between the mean void area and the spectral decay rate \( \beta \) is \( \sim 0.978 \). This high value of correlation coefficient supports the approach that the spectral dependence is linearly associated with the mean void area, which is a representative assessment of porous ECM microstructures.
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Thus, the spectral decay rate $\beta$ could potentially serve as an ECM structural indicator for engineered tissue. The spectral signals are possibly affected by various properties of tissue microstructures, such as pore size, fiber diameter and orientation. A major origin of the scattering signals obtained from the imaging method is likely to link to changes in pore sizes, although other structural changes might minimally be attributable to the imaging contrast. The length scale of pore sizes is significantly greater than that of fibers, dominating the light scattering signals. The fiber orientation is unlikely to be highly sensitive, because the system configuration does not include any polarization sensitive detection. Thus, although further detailed investigation using rigorous analytical approaches (e.g., Mie theory) is required, the main possible origin of the spectral signals can be understood in this regard.

To further demonstrate the ability to visualize spatial heterogeneity of the ECM microstructures over a relatively large area, we used the value of spectral decay rate $\beta$ at each $(x, y)$ pixel to form 2D planar spectroscopic images. In Fig. 4(a), the spatial distribution of the unfrozen 6-mg/ml collagen matrix is uniform in an area of $13 \text{ mm} \times 12 \text{ mm}$. On the other hand, the spectroscopic image of the scaffold at 3 mg/ml (Fig. 4(b)) captures the spatial variation of freezing-induced ECM microstructural alterations. The clear decrease (bright to dark) of the spectral decay rate $\beta$ depicts the boundary of unfrozen and frozen/thawed regions. As shown in the darker area, the frozen/thawed region had a much lower spectral decay rate $\beta$, providing a strong image contrast. In particular, tissue scaffolds/constructs in clinically relevant size are large and recent advances in tissue engineering also allow researchers to generate ECM heterogeneity in space, mimicking native tissue architectures. 2D planar spectral imaging can be sufficient to image spatial heterogeneity for practical and widespread characterization. It should be noted that this visualization method is not intended to generate 3D tomographic images of tissue constructs. The imaging depth, which the signal is averaged over, was assessed. The optical thickness of the imaging depth under the present imaging system is $\tau = 14$ where the intensity reaches to 0.63% ($=\exp(-1)$) of the maximum intensity [22]. The physical imaging depth can further be estimated by converting $\tau$ to a physical thickness $T (=\tau \times l_s$, where $l_s$ is the scattering pathlength of light). Using an integrating sphere method [23], the value of $l_s$ (averaged distance of one scattering event) was measured for the specimens used. For the collagen concentrations of 6 mg/ml
and 3 mg/ml, \( l_s = 0.71 \pm 0.01 \text{ mm} \) and \( l_s = 1.13 \pm 0.01 \text{ mm} \), corresponding to \( T = 9.94 \pm 0.14 \text{ mm} \) and \( T = 15.82 \pm 0.14 \text{ mm} \), respectively. Because the physical thickness of all the specimens used was thinner than these values, the signal from the tissue specimens was averaged over the whole thickness.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show representative cryo-SEM images of the dermal equivalent and the acellular collagen matrix, respectively. Several notable structural changes are observed in the ECM of the dermal equivalent. These include (1) collagen fibrils fused on the cell membrane, (2) denser ECM pore structures than the acellular matrix, (3) thinner collagen fibrils, and (4) presence of very fine new fibril structures around cells. The first two structural changes are associated with cell-ECM interactions including cell-matrix adhesion and local cell-driven compaction of the ECM. When fibroblasts interact with collagen matrices, the cells can penetrate into the matrix and become entangled with matrix fibrils [24]. The thinner collagen fibrils are thought to result from cell-driven degradation of collagen [25,26]. The very fine fibril structures around the cell, as noted in the inset of Fig. 4, are expected to be the extracellular proteins synthesized by cells, since these structures are observed only in the dermal equivalents but not in the acellular gels. Further research is warranted to confirm.

These structural changes induced by cell-ECM interaction can be confirmed by the proposed spectroscopy method. Figure 6(a) shows time-lapse spectroscopic images of the dermal equivalent using the spectral decay rate \( \beta \). The overall value of \( \beta \) gradually increased over time as the spectroscopic images became brighter at later time-points. In Fig. 6(b), we calculated differential images by subtracting the first time-point image as the baseline. At 2.5 h after the initial imaging, the overall value of \( \beta \) was three times higher than the initial value. The higher values of spectral decay rates indicate smaller scattering structures within the dermal equivalent. This is thought to be caused by the cell-matrix interaction, particularly cell-driven compaction over time. Fibroblasts are well documented for their active interaction with collagen matrix within this time frame [27,28]. It is unlikely that cell proliferation contributed to the denser tissue structures, because of the relatively short period (2.5 h). Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show the time-lapse spectroscopic images of the acellular matrix over the same time period. No changes were observed in the spectral decay rate during the same time period. This supports that the present imaging method can visualize the extent of the local cell-driven compaction of the ECM.

Discussion

ECM is complex 3D microstructures of extracellular proteins, primarily collagen, providing a structural scaffold for cells to adhere and grow. In addition, its microstructural integrity is closely related to various functional properties, including the mechanical, transport, and optical properties of engineered tissue. For example, the stiffness of engineered tissue is thought to be related to the porosity of ECM and could be correlated by a power-law relationship [29]. Empirical correlations have also been proposed to correlate the diffusivity to the porosity and other structural characteristics [30,31]. Moreover, several theoretical structure-functionality relationships have been developed for transport properties including diffusivity and hydraulic...
Fig. 6 Time-lapse spectroscopic images of dermal equivalent ((a) and (b)) and acellular matrix ((c) and (d)) for 2.5 h time period. (a) The spectral decay rate increases over time. (b) Pseudocolor spectroscopic images after subtracting the image at the initial time-point (T1). The red color represents locally dense ECM structure, which is thought to be caused by the cell-driven compaction. (c) and (d) The spectral signal from acellular matrix showed no change over the same time period.
permeability. The diffusivity of hydrogels has been predicted as a product of several factors, which account for hydrodynamic and tortuosity effects separately [32,33]. These factors relate the diffusivity and hydraulic permeability of hydrogels with the ECM structural parameters including the porosity and fibril radius as reviewed elsewhere [34]. Thus, the capability of quantitatively assessing ECM microstructures is not only critical to assure quality of engineered tissue but also very useful to predict the various functional properties of tissue without performing various property measurements. The present imaging method may also provide an alternative method to histologic staining to obtain estimates of decellularization effectiveness over a large area.

Besides the research and scientific usages, the proposed imaging method is highly relevant to quality control of cell/tissue engineering products in industrial and clinical settings. As tissue engineering technology advances, a wide variety of engineered tissue have been developed. These include both normal and malignant tissue to replace diseased tissue, to investigate physiology or pathology, and to test new drugs and therapies [35–37]. However, there is currently no reliable method capable of quickly examining a large number of engineered tissues, in which structures are becoming more complex and heterogeneous spatiotemporally. Moreover, a reliable preservation technology is highly needed to scale up tissue engineering from the laboratory scale to the manufacturing scale in order to achieve more effective storage, banking, as well as transportation of tissue engineering products. Cryopreservation is one of the leading candidates to provide this capability. To cryopreserve functional tissue, its ECM microstructures should be maintained during/after cryopreservation. Post-thaw structural changes of both native and engineering tissues after cryopreservation have been reported [7,38–40]. In these studies, even cryopreservation with cryoprotective agents could alter the ECM microstructure of various tissues. If a relevant characterization method is available, it would be useful to develop and optimize successful cryopreservation protocols for various types of tissue, and assess the quality of cryopreserved tissues. In this respect, the spectroscopic imaging method could potentially address these challenges by providing a new high-throughput screening capability of spatiotemporal changes in ECM structures with a great flexibility. Although the F/T protocol used in the present study may be too simple to simulate F/T of cryopreservation protocols, it could create the ECM structural change relevant to cryopreservation. However, further verification with fully cryopreserved tissue samples is necessary.

There are numerous characterization methods to assess ECM structures, in particular pore sizes, of engineered tissue in different length scales [41]. Among other methods, electron microscopy (e.g., SEM and TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), small angle X-ray/neutron scattering, swelling methods [42,43], poroelastice methods [44], and particle (e.g., dextran) uptake methods [45] have commonly been used as traditional methods in the fields of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. The orientation and alignment of collagen fibers in tissue scaffolds/constructs have been characterized by quantitatively assessing birefringence properties [46–48]. Recently, several optical methods have received considerable attention. For example, second harmonic generation (SHG) and multiphoton microscopy have been shown to be useful for visualize ECM structures without relying on staining and labeling [49–53]. It should be noted that SHG and two-photon signals can be applied only to collagen network microstructures. Using 3D data sets of collagen networks from confocal microscopy, a robust pore size analysis method was also developed using fluorescent staining [54]. Optical coherence tomography and microscopy have successfully been used to image ECM microstructures [55–59]. In addition, ultrasound backscatter microscopy has been used to evaluate cartilage constructs cultured in scaffolds [60,61]. Overall, although these methods are valuable for investigating various aspects of ECM structures in small samples, nondestructive, quantitative, whole-field characterization methods are currently lacking.

Although other commonly used characterization methods (e.g., SEM, TEM, AFM, and X-ray diffraction) are highly valuable for investigating various aspects of nanostructures and microstructures of ECM, they do not allow structural characterization over a fairly large area, due to the intrinsic tradeoff between the resolution and the field of view. In addition, these methods require intensive sample preparation, which are sometimes invasive. On the other hand, optical microscopic methods still provide limited sampling at selected points. For example, to image an area of ~30 mm × 30 mm, a field of view (e.g., 0.3 mm) of a conventional microscope would require ~10,000 microscopic images. It should be noted that small angle light scattering approaches can provide detailed structural information as a point-measurement. However, the present imaging method can easily be distinguished because it offers visualization of 2D spatial variations (i.e., imaging) and spectral measurements carry rich structural information, compared with angular measurements [20,21]. In this respect, the present imaging method has two unique features. These are (i) whole-field assessment of ECM structures and (ii) nondestructive quantification of ECM structures. The present method can allow whole-field assessments of ECM structures in an area of ~15 mm × 15 mm, while the spectroscopic measurements provide the information on detailed ECM structures at each (x, y) location. Since it is based on interactions of light with ECM structures, the method does not require any labeling or staining using contrast agents. In addition, the present method is a new application of elastic light scattering to nondestructively assess the ECM structures in engineered tissue scaffolds/constructs.

The proposed imaging method utilizes an elastic light scattering-based approach to visualize ECM microstructures in a large area in engineered tissue. The principle of this method is that the wavelength pattern of light elastically reflected from tissue is determined by the composition and structures of light scatterers [62–64]. Historically, spectral patterns of elastic light scattering were first used to detect carcinoma from the bladder and adenocarcinoma of the colon [12,65]. Oscillatory spectral and angular scattering patterns were successfully used to extract the size distribution of cell nuclei [65,66]. Further, by combining the wavelength and angular scattering properties, this elastic light scattering method was used to detect precancerous alterations from the epithelia. Importantly, the spectral pattern backscattered from biological tissue can capture nanoscale structural alterations in native tissue. In this current study, we have successfully adapted this approach to develop a practical imaging method for rapidly quantifying ECM microstructures in engineered tissue.

**Conclusion**

We have successfully developed elastic light scattering-based approaches to characterize ECM microstructures in tissue scaffolds and constructs. The present results suggest that the spectral decay rate of light elastically backscattered from engineered tissue can be strongly associated with porous ECM microstructures. We have further shown that the spectroscopic imaging method can capture spatial and temporal alterations in ECM microstructures resulting from fibroblast-embedded collagen gel contraction. Although more quantitative comparisons with conventional methods (e.g., SEM) and detailed origins of the light scattering signals are needed, it shows the feasibility to nondestructively visualize spatial heterogeneity of ECM structures in tissue scaffolds and constructs in a relatively large area. The present imaging method can be extended to a variety of applications, in which either high spatial resolution or high-throughput assessment are required. In particular, the main advantage of the present method is the capability of rapid and noninvasive characterization of engineered tissues and/or scaffolds without labeling or staining. This aspect of this method will be highly relevant to industrial applications, in which simple and rapid quality assessment with high throughput is desired.
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